
YOUR  RESPONSIBILITIES

➤Execution of automated tests and analysis of results in the 

automotive software domain

➤Development of test cases in an automated framework

➤Development and maintenance of test setups (e.g. test benches, 

development vehicles (Flash new SW or exchange ECUs))

➤Automate script development and optimization of existing scripts

➤Preparation and maintenance of technical documentation and test 

specification

➤Reporting of test progress and test results based on defined test 

strategy

➤Definition and optimization of test and quality processes

➤Intensive collaboration with module owners, software developers, 

and other test departments to achieve goals and maximize test 

coverage

OUR REQUIREMENTS

➤Completed degree (diploma/master) in Electrical Engineering, 

Information Technology, Computer Science or comparable working 

experience in the field of computer science/automation

➤Fluent in English. German would be a plus

➤Experience as a Test or Test Automation Engineer (preferably in the 

automotive environment at leading OEMs)

➤Azure DevOps knowledge (or similar)

➤Knowledge of test methodologies and norms (e.g. ISTQB Certified 

Tester)

➤Good communications skills

➤Team player, analytical thinker, independent and self-motivated

PIXIDA GmbH

www.pixida.jobs

OUR BENEFITS

➤Competitive 

compensation, 

extraordinary pension 

plan, profit sharing and 

various benefits in the 

areas of sport/health, 

work/life, mobility and fun

➤Highly innovative, agile 

and unique team with a 

great working culture

➤Some of the most 

prestigious customers in 

high-tech

➤Freedom to try out and use 

new technologies

➤An extraordinarily good 

work environment with 

many nations who grow 

and work hand in hand to 

meet those challenges

➤Transparency and room for 

new initiatives and ideas

➤Room for independence, 

personal growth, and 

creativity

➤Professional development 

concept including 

constant individual 

trainings

➤Individual guidance and 

mentoring from your start

➤Team events on a regular 

basis

MUNICH | INGOLSTADT | PORTO 

Test Automation Engineer

Your world is the automotive sector and their Connected Car or 

Infotainment? At best, you have already gained experience in this area 

and would now like to really "step on the gas" with us in Ingolstadt 

(DE). Then be a part of our team as a Test Automation Engineer.

APPLY NOW!   karriere@pixida.de

Pixida is proud to be an Equal Opportunity Employer! We are committed to a work environment that supports, inspires, 

and respects all individuals and in which all aspects of employment are applied without discrimination. Therefore, we 

encourage all individuals to apply!


